Structural dynamics and quantum mechanical aspects of shikonin derivatives as CREBBP bromodomain inhibitors.
The Proteins involved in the chemical modification of lysine residues in histone, is currently being excessively focused as the therapeutic target for the treatment of cell related diseases like cancer. Among these proteins, the epigenetic reader, CREB-binding protein (CREBBP) bromodomain is one of the most prominent targets for effective anticancer drug design, which is responsible for the reorganization of acetylated histone lysine residues. Therefore, this study employed an integrative approach of structure based drug design, in combination with Molecular Dynamics (MD) and QM/MM study to identify as well as to describe the binding mechanism of two shikonin derivatives, acetylshikonin and propionylshikonin as inhibitors of CREBBP bromodomain. Here induced fit docking strategy was employed to explore the important intrinsic interactions of ligands with CREBBP bromodomain, consistently molecular dynamics simulation with two different methods and binding energy calculations by MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA were adopted to determine the stability of intermolecular interactions between protein and ligands. The results showed that both these derivatives made direct contacts with the important conserved residues of the active site, where propionylshikonin demonstrated stronger binding and stability than acetylshikonin, according to molecular dynamics simulation and binding free energy calculations. Further, QM/MM energy calculation was employed to study the chemical reactivity of the propionylshikonin and also to describe the mechanism of non bonded interactions between the propionylshikonin and CREBBP bromodomain. Though this study demands in vitro and in vivo experiments to evaluate the efficiency of the compound, these insights would assist to design more potent CREBBP bromodomain inhibitor, guiding the site of modification of propionylshikonin moiety for designing selective inhibitors.